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MODELING WTI PRICES WITH MARKOV
CHAINS
By Richard R. Conn CMA, MBA, CPA, ABV, ERP
This paper is a continuation of a two‐part series. The first paper is entitled Do WTI Oil Prices Follow
a Markov Chain? In that initial work all the preliminary discussion surrounding Markov
probabilities, limits, steady states and the characteristics of the 1986 through 2013 WTI price
movements were investigated. It was learned that both the daily and weekly WTI price data did
exhibit strong Markov characteristics and both quickly achieved the steady‐states that follow
(where D = Down State, S = Stay Same, and U = Up State):

TABLE 1
Daily Data – Steady State
D

S

U

D

47.44%

47.44%

S

1.74%

1.74%

1.74%

U

50.82%

50.82%

50.82%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

47.44%

TABLE 2
Weekly Data - Steady State
D

D

S

U

46.827%

46.827%

46.827%

S

0.406%

0.406%

0.406%

U

52.767%

52.767%

52.767%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

All that is left to be done is construct a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) model that effectively
employs these probabilities. There were some shortcomings also identified in the WTI data. For
example, there is a great deal of variation in the year‐to‐year annual price volatility. And, the post
hoc WTI data does not adhere to the Markov assumption of temporal homogeneity. On the
contrary, on an individual year‐only basis there is a good deal of variation in the Markov
probabilities. Finally, while it has yet to be discussed, there are some boundary issues that may
require filters and/or limits to be incorporated into our Monte Carlo models.
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PURPOSE OF THE MODEL
Before starting the construction discussion, it makes sense to speak about how the model might
ultimately be employed. For example, this model would be quite useful to an analyst attempting to
price a derivative wherein the underlying is the WTI spot rate at some given date in the future. It
would also be useful for NPV modeling of conventional oil and oilsands projects that are a function
of the long‐term WTI.1 Another possible use of the model would be to observe the resulting range
of future WTI volatilities that result under the various possible scenarios.
The proximate cause of WTI price movements is not, as the model assumes, purely random. On the
contrary, WTI prices are undoubtedly the function of a myriad of macroeconomic, political,
geotechnical and socioeconomic drivers that are all interrelated and incomprehensibly complex.
The EIA, for example, attempts to predict future WTI prices (and now Brent Light) via very
sophisticated econometric models with hundreds (perhaps thousands) of interdependent input
variables. Undoubtedly this is the most scientifically correct and rigorous approach. But the
problem with econometric models is that they become so complex, and modeling of the
interdependencies and timing of future events become so tenuous, that the final output can largely
be seen to be wholly random. A case in point would be to estimate when/if another political
conflict (such as the 1991 Gulf War) might reoccur and what impact that might have on WTI. A
further example would be to speculate upon when alternate technologies might arise that lessen
the world demand for crude oil.
Even the EIA, with all of its resources and sophistication, makes no pretense at being able to
precisely estimate the future. While it does annually publish a ‘Reference Case’ prediction for WTI
going forward several decades, it also does include a Low and High Oil Price case that reflects the
scope of possibilities that may occur if the underlying Reference Case assumptions do not come to
pass. In the “Annual Energy Outlook 2014: with projections to 2040”, the EIA average High Oil price
amounts to $223/BBL2 and only $89/BBL for the Low Oil Price – an average difference of
$139/BBL (see Graph 1). This allows for a considerable range of contingent outcomes.
So why not just use the EIA estimates – why bother to construct a MCMC model? The reason relates
to being able to produce a multitude of plausible WTI outcomes that may occur anywhere within
the boundaries of the EIA High/Low range. Often it is useful to recast several (perhaps thousands)
of reiterations of the WTI price path within the time span of interest. This allows the analyst to test
just how sensitive his/her project NPV is to different WTI outcomes. Generally speaking, however,
we would expect the MCMC output to fall within the High/Low estimates of the EIA. Any excursions
beyond these boundaries means that random chance has taken the model outside of the economic
considerations that the EIA envisioned and should probably be considered an unsupportable
outlier.
Perhaps the most important function of the model is to provide objectivity. The financial analyst is
certainly free to make his/her own prediction of the long‐term WTI price path. But the concern will
always remain as to whether he/she is inflicting a personal bias in the estimate. In contrast,
provided the input variables and constraints of the MCMC model are rationally supported, the
1 In this case, it is likely that a monthly or yearly average WTI price will be generated from the model output.
Few NPV models would be so precise as to require daily or weekly estimates.
2 For the 2014 to 2040 period inclusive.
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output obtained must represent one rendition of where the WTI price path could go. The caveat
here is that the MCMC model will produce an infinite number of iterations – and the financial
analyst still must exercise care/integrity so as not to cherry pick preferred outcomes.
GRAPH 1

EIA 2014 WTI Outllook ‐ Nominal Dollars
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OVERVIEW OF THE METHODOLOGY
As explained in the first paper, we set out to first test if WTI historic price movements do exhibit the
properties of a Markov chain (and they do) and, if our investigation supported this hypothesis, we
were going to use the resulting Markov probabilities to construct a model that sought to predict the
future direction (i.e. steps, be they Up, Down or Same) of the price movements without actually
considering the dollar size of those movements. Deciding how large, in dollar terms, each of these
changes in state will be the primary focus of this paper. We will often refer to the dollar size of this
change in state as the daily or weekly delta.
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Further, the symbolism that was employed was D, S, U for Down, Same and Up respectively.
Therefore, a string or ‘chain’ of price movements of, for example, DSSU represented a five period
observation wherein the movement from the first to second period is represented by the leftmost
“D” finally the fifth period ended on a “U” Up price relative to the previous period’s price.
As an example, we could graphically represent the chain of DSDUUSUDUD as follows:
GRAPH 2
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Visually, it becomes readily apparent that, after the 10 price changes, the ending price at the close
of period 11 is the same as the staring price at period 1. Moreover, the volatility of a price change,
excluding ‘S’ periods, are all constant: the price level changes by an equal ‘One’ level per period.
Further, with such a graphic representation, it becomes easy to determine what the price level
would be at any given period end between 1 and 11 (e.g. Price Level “3” at the end of period 4, and
Level “6” in periods 8 and 10). For lack of a better descriptor, we shall refer to graphs such as
Graph 2 above, which only reflect the historical or projected D/S/U state shifts devoid of pricing
data as a “D/S/U State Space”.
Graph 3 below provides a visual representation of the actual D/S/U State Space for the weekly data
from Jan. 1986 through Dec. 2013 inclusive (1,461 periods):
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GRAPH 3

1986 ‐ 2013 Weekly Change of States ‐ Actual Data

Weekly Change of States

And comparing this to the graph of actual week‐ending prices that occurred between these dates, it
becomes readily apparent as to the difficulties we will encounter in attempting to model the ‘step’
size or delta:
GRAPH 4
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The relative slope of Graph 3 does not dramatically change throughout the 26 years (save the three
main periods of negative slope) – the tendency always favours an UP movement at approximately
the same rate of frequency. However, from Graph 4 we can see that prices remained relatively
centered around the $20/BBL range for the entire period of 1986 to the end of 2001 (Indeed, the
average price per barrel during this time span is $20.20). In contrast, for the period of January
2004, through December of 2013 inclusive, price level starts at $33 and concludes at $99 – and the
average price throughout that time span is $76.35. Since we know that the general degree of
volatility percent did not migrate to a new level over the observation period (see Appendix 1, A1‐
Table 1), this must mean that the absolute nominal dollar value of the variance has increased over
the years. The data does validate this hypothesis. The average dollar value of the absolute change
in week‐over‐week WTI prices for the period of January 1986 through December 2001 was only
$0.66/BBL. This contrasts to an average of $2.12/BBL for the period of January 2004 through
December 2013.
In Appendix 1 we take the changing magnitude of the past price deltas into account when we use
the MCMC model to ‘fit’ a simulated price path to the historical data. The end result is that, under
the right assumptions, the model does simulate past price movements quite closely. To the extent
that this gives us greater confidence in using the model to predict future price movements, then
Appendix 1 can be thought of as a worthy exercise. But our real goal here is to come up with a
plausible prediction of the future – not the past.

THE VOLATILITY OF VOLATILITY
One of the factors confounding the prediction of WTI prices is volatility. And, it is not just that
traditionally the volatility of oil prices has been high – compared with some other commodities, for
example. It is also due to the fact that the volatility of oil prices does not remain constant
throughout time (see Paper I, Figure 4)3. That is, the rate of volatility is variable on a year‐over‐
year basis.
Consider that there are actually two components to WTI ‘volatility’. The first, as we have identified
in Paper I, is the frequency of ‘D’ and ‘U’ movements. Obviously, the more frequent D and U shifts
are relative to S events, then the more volatile WTI prices will be. Secondly, the relative size of the
D and U shifts (the delta ‐ either in terms of % change or absolute dollar value change) will also
have a major impact upon the overall WTI price volatility. If, for example, the average daily U shift
was only $.01/BBL/day, then this would be much less volatile that if the average were
$0.50/BBL/day.
With respect to the daily data, for example, the following statistics apply to the day‐over‐day rate of
change:

Curiously, the volatility of WTI is not seasonal. Comparing the average rate of volatility of the past 26
Januarys is not significantly different that the average February volatility or March … etc. The average of the
month‐to‐month volatility remains relatively constant.

3
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TABLE 3

Day-over-Day rate of Change
U Deltas
D Deltas
Min
0.010% -40.640%4
Max
19.151%
-0.010%
Mean
1.712%
-1.795%
Median
1.261%
-1.266%
Mode
2.985%
-0.238%

Such a wide range in the rate of change indicates that the reliance upon any single average or fixed
amount will not realistically capture the true variability in WTI oil price. What we need to
incorporate in our Monte Carlo model is a rate of volatility that is itself subject to random
variability. It will be useful, therefore, to know the frequency and distribution of the rates of change
of the period delta.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF HISTORIC WTI PRICE CHANGES
Much can be learned by examining the frequency histograms of the nominal dollar WTI price
changes:
GRAPH 5
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The 40.6% decrease in daily price relates to the Jan. 16, 1991 start of the Gulf War and this was the largest
single‐day change in WTI price over the entire 26 year history.
5 The daily price delta range of ‐$5.00 to +$5.00 is a simplification. The actual daily delta in the data ranges
between ‐$14.86 and +$18.56 but these extremes are infrequent and have been eliminated from the model
outcomes on the basis that they are outliers.
4
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GRAPH 6

6
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Both the daily and weekly data are approximately normally distributed with means $0.01 and $0.05
respectively. Separating the data sets into two groups, those below $0.00 and those above will
provide us with probability distributions associated with the D and U transactions. For example,
with respect to the nominal dollar size of a daily D event, the following frequencies are observed in
the historical data:
TABLE 4
Range of Daily Price
Change
‐$5.00 ~ ‐$4.51
‐$4.50 ~ ‐$4.01
‐$4.00 ~ ‐$3.51
‐$3.50 ~ ‐$3.01
‐$3.00 ~ ‐$2.51
‐$2.50 ~ ‐$2.01
‐$2.00 ~ ‐$1.51
‐$1.50 ~ ‐$1.01
‐$1.00 ~ ‐$.51
‐$0.50 ~ ‐$.01

Frequency of
Changes
24
9
17
22
32
59
99
178
283
687
1,410

Probability of
Occurrence
1.70%
0.64%
1.21%
1.56%
2.27%
4.18%
7.02%
12.62%
20.07%
48.72%
100.00%

6 The weekly price delta range of ‐$7.00 to +$7.00 is a simplification. The actual weekly delta in the data
ranges between ‐$14.53 and +$13.93 but these extremes are infrequent and have been eliminated from the
model outcomes on the basis that they are outliers.
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Therefore, in order to incorporate the ever changing volatility of the WTI price changes, we would
wish to construct a random element in the model that would, given the fact that a “D” movement
has already been predicted, price that downward delta between ‐$5.00 and ‐$4.51, 1.7% of the time,
and between ‐$4.50 and ‐$4.01, 0.64% of the time … and, finally between ‐$0.50 and ‐$0.01, 48.27%
of the time.7
In summary, the model first randomly selects whether the transaction will be a D, S or U movement
(according to the probabilities set out in Tables 1 and 2 above). Then, having determined the
directional movement of the price path, it ‘prices’ those movements randomly, but in accordance
with the probabilities of the delta dollar amounts that have been observed in actual WTI historical
data in the 1986 to 2013 period. At this point, some might question that the use of the old price
delta data will not reflect future nominal dollars. Specifically, an argument may be made that
relying upon the past price deltas does not allow for future inflation. This is not entirely correct.
This historic data does include 26 years of inflation. The frequency of the $0.01 price shifts that
occurred in 1986 is added to the frequency of the $0.01 price shifts that happened in 2013 – in spite
of the fact that the real value of these changes, in terms of current day purchasing power, is entirely
dissimilar. The actual issue at hand here is: Will expected rate of inflation over the next 26 years be
significantly different from that of the past 26? And, even though the historical delta data does
include 26 years of oil price inflation: Can it also be representative of 52 years of inflation? This is a
subtlety that will be left for subsequent consideration.8
The actual construction of a small scale Excel® model will be demonstrated in Appendix 3. For
now, without consideration of any further complexities, two graphical examples (one for the Daily
data model, one for the Weekly) follow. In each case, the model has been run five times in order to
show the contrast of paths that can be generated.

The actual model uses probabilities associated with specific price points as explained in Appendix 2. The
above $0.50/delta example is cited just to simplify exposition. A $0.50 possible price shift for every D or U
transaction would add too much volatility in the actual modeling and is not realistic of what actually happens
in the WTI Market.
8 The real issue is even more subtle that this. This is because, when we start the MCMC model projection, we
begin the price path using a current day price per barrel (approximately $100/BBL at the time of writing).
Therefore, the model begins building on 2014 dollars, but using a conglomeration of 1986 through 2013
dollar deltas . If the overall rate of inflation over the past 26 years roughly equates to the next 26, then the
model will still do an acceptable job even though the actual deltas have not been time adjusted to reflect
current day dollars.
7
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Graph 5
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As can be seen above, the Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach is unbiased and produces a wide
array of possible price paths (indeed, virtually infinite). Since it is impossible to actually predict the
future, each outcome presents a plausible representation of where WTI prices may go. And each
offers the studious financial analyst valuable insight into the viability/profitability of any given
energy project. This MCMC model can, purely by random chance, also simulate the EIA Reference
Case quite closely:9
GRAPH 7
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However, the goal of the model is not to produce results that conform to a pre‐existing estimate. Graph 7 is
included here only to show that the highly‐engineered EIA estimates can be approximately duplicated by a
random path MCMC. The Trial 7 above was discovered by first running 200 iterations of the MCMC and then
applying a mathematical algorithm to discover which of the 200 was closest to the EIA Reference Case. A
closer match would probably have been found if 1,000 or 10,000 iterations had first been produced.

9
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THE NEED FOR BOUNDARY LIMITS
The model’s WTI price path is randomly generated which means that extreme outcomes are rarely,
but occasionally generated. This is a desirable quality, as this also happens to reflect actual reality.
Indeed, if reality seldom ever deviated from the expected norm, there would be very little point to
financial analysis in general. However, the MCMC WTI model as we have thus far discussed it can,
in rare instances, produce financially impossible results. It can, for example, generate negative oil
price predictions. While the Markov probabilities are weighted towards a continuing U shift in
states, random variation will occasionally drive a string of D shifts to predict WTI prices less than
$0/BBL. And we know this could never reflect actual Market conditions. In fact, it is reasonable to
speculate that, as far as can be conceived under currently foreseeable global economic conditions,
WTI prices over the next 26 years would probably never descend below $X/BBL. As to what that
$X/BBL amount exactly is would be subject of much debate and speculation amongst the economic
experts. As previously suggested, one possible interpretation of reasonable boundary conditions
would be the EIA Low Oil Price (a floor boundary) and High Oil Price (a ceiling boundary) cases.
Why should it be necessary to actually program boundary limits into the MCMC model? After all, if
producing a 7,000 day price path is as simple as pressing a ‘recalc’ key – why not simply discard
those few trials where negative prices have been incurred? In other words, why not put the onus of
discerning between the ‘possible’ and impossible’ trials on the model user? This issue becomes
quite philosophical because reliance upon the user to decide between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ price paths
introduces the possibility of selection bias into the process. Therefore, it is desirable to hard‐code
realistic boundary limits into the model, if possible. Regardless of which controls are actually
coded into the model, there is no substitute for the integrity of the financial analyst. The first
required boundary limit is uncontroversial – to eliminate the economically impossible from the
model outcome (e.g. prohibit negative prices – we will refer to this as a hard limit). And secondly,
limits that reduce or mitigate the possibility of prices randomly transitioning beyond reasonable
boundaries (we will refer to these as soft limits). Such an approach will relieve the user from
having to exercise judgement about the path produced and therein maintain his/her objectivity.
While the actual formulas employed will be described in Appendix 2, we will briefly summarize the
methodology of the limits here. The hard limit is easy: any state that occurs where the estimated
WTI price is less than zero is simply replaced with a zero. The soft limits (both floor and ceiling),
test the current state for proximity to the applicable limit at that time. If, for example, a U
transition has been detected and the results are determined to be that the prior day’s price level has
exceeded the currently applicable ceiling price for that time period, then the randomly selected U
delta dollar amount is reduced by a certain amount. The price limits are progressive – that is, the
farther above the ceiling the actual unlimited price path is, the proportionately smaller is the price
delta allowed to travel in the offending direction. This increasing rate of U dollar reduction
continues in order to mitigate (but not entirely eliminate) the random possibility of observing a
price path that unrealistically exceeds the upper price limit. The Markov D/S/U probabilities are
not altered, however, and it is left to the random occurrence of the D transactions to bring an
‘above‐ceiling’ path back into unlimited territory.
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The floor limit works in the same manner detecting D transactions that are below the floor limit.
This programming works to ‘soften’, but not eliminate the possibility of below limit price paths –
which is why a hard limit prohibiting negative prices is still necessary.
For the purpose of this modeling, and the examples shown below, the EIA 2014 Low Oil Price has
been used for the soft limit floor price and the EIA 2014 High Oil Price has been used for the soft
limit ceiling price. Since the EIA does not produce weekly or daily price estimates, the 2020 (for
example) High Oil Price serves as the ceiling limit for all the daily 2020 price paths, and the 2024
(for example) Low Oil Price serves as the floor limit for all the 2024 daily 2024 price paths, etc.
Having sufficiently discussed the necessity for upper and lower boundary limits, a few examples of
the ‘limited’ price paths are produced below. The EIA 2014 High (green line) and Low (red line)
Price Ceilings/Floors have been included so that the reader may see how the random paths vary
relative to the boundaries:
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GRAPH 8A
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GRAPH 9B
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CONCLUSIONS
The past 26 years of price history strongly indicates that WTI prices do follow a Markov chain. We
have determined the Markov probabilities for both the daily and weekly post hoc data and applied
these in a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation. However, the Markov probabilities of
past WTI price movements do not strictly adhere to the assumption of time homogeneity. An added
(and, undoubtedly related) complexity is that WTI price volatility fluctuates in the short to medium
term. In order to deal with these issues and derive a more realistic estimation of future oil prices, a
random element was incorporated into the MCMC model that would allow the price shift or delta of
any given U or D change of state to vary in accordance with the actual frequency distribution
observed over the past 26 years. The result of this double‐stochastic modeling is a realistic
estimator of WTI price movements that can, under the correct assumptions, closely simulate actual
historical price paths.
Random chance does occasionally allow the model to project beyond reasonably boundaries and, as
a result, certain limits have been incorporated at the boundaries. These limits ‘soften’ the impact of
price volatility (but does not in any way alter the Markov change‐of‐states probabilities) at the
price floor and ceiling. The EIA 2014 Energy Outlook Low Oil Price has been used as a reasonable
price floor and, similarly, the High Oil Price has been incorporated as the price ceiling. The MCMC
model does allow the simulated price path to breach these limits (as the EIA has no absolute
monopoly upon predicting the future), but the probability that the path will become increasingly
farther above the ceiling or significantly farther below the floor declines with each movement away
from the boundary.
The resulting MCMC model is easy and efficient to construct and parsimonious in its design. It
yields an unbiased and objective simulation of where future WTI oil prices could go, and in this
regard should be of great use to those of us who spend a lot of our time assessing the future
viability of oil and related energy projects. It provides a logical alternative to a GBM
(Geometric Brownian Motion) prediction approach and, in many ways would be easier to
explain to a non‐financial audience.
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APPENDIX 1 – SIMULATING PAST WTI PRICE PATHS WITH MCMC
Contrary to the forward‐looking purpose of the paper in general, the goal of this appendix will be to
test whether we can roughly reproduce the past WTI price movements for the period of 1986
through 2013 inclusive. The reasoning here is along the lines of: If we can use the Markov
probabilities in conjunction with pricing variables that were particular to that historic period and
approximately replicate the 1986 to 2013 WTI price line, then that serves as some degree of
validation to the realism of the model logic.
It bears repeating, however, that the purpose of the model is not simply to reproduce the past –
there would be no benefit in doing so. This appendix will only be useful if it serves to increase the
user’s confidence in predicting future WTI price paths.
Our modus operandi will be to simulate the past by applying the Markov probabilities to a January
3, 1986 WTI starting price and using the Monte Carlo approach to forecasting a possible price path
up to Dec. 31, 2013. This synthesized recreation of the WTI price line will then be graphed against
the ACTUAL WTI Price Data (for convenience, only the Weekly data will be used in this appendix).
If the synthesized past visually appears to be a reasonably close facility of the past 26 years of
actual WTI price movements – then we will declare the Markov chain approach a success. If using
the Markov probabilities we can simulate the past – then the same technique should be a trusted
means of predicting how the forward WTI price path may unfold.

‘FITTING’ A LINE TO THE PAST – DIFFERENT ASSUMPTIONS REQUIRED
In the body of the paper our primary concern was whether the pricing variable was indicative of
where future WTI prices were likely to go. This approach will be suboptimal if applied here – even
if we could psychologically adjust our perspectives to view the WTI world from the vantage point of
early 1986 looking forward – it is unlikely that we could have correctly predicted the unique
economic factors that impinged upon WTI prices over the following 26 years. The main reason
why is because there was a sea‐change in the average price of WTI that began approximately at the
start of 2003. Prior to that time, WTI maintained a relatively tight range around $20/BBL from
1986 through 2002.1 Since 2004, WTI has displayed a much wider price range – but not necessarily
a higher annualized volatility percentage. On the contrary, WTI prices are approximately just as
volatile now, in the $70 to $120/BBL range as they were in the 1980’s and 90’s at the $20/BBL
range (see Paper I, Figure 4).2

The one exception is in January 1991 where the start of the Gulf War in the middle east caused short‐termed
prices to inflate to $40 and, as a result, the January 1991 WTI single‐month price volatility remains the
highest in recent history – higher even than that of December 2008.
2 If the general degree of volatility over the 2004 ~ 2013 years had been increasing compared with the 1986
~ 2002 years, we would have assumed the rise in WTI prices to be the result of increased volatility (because
an U state is more probable than a D state). It is unusual that this is not the case – therefore we must attribute
the rise in average price to an increase in the absolute dollar value of the state‐to‐state shifts.
1
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A1‐ GRAPH 1

WTI Actual Weekly Price Data
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A1‐TABLE 1

Period

Average
WTI
Price/BBL

1986 ~ 1998

$

19.06

Annualized
Volatility
for Period

Average
'U'
Change
in Period

Average
'D'
Change
in Period

32.17%

$ 0.578

-$ 0.631

1999 ~ 2003

$

26.52

32.39%

$ 0.906

-$ 0.974

2004 ~ 20073

$

58.96

25.14%

$ 1.718

-$ 1.641

2008 ~ 2013

$

87.96

33.30%

$ 2.478

-$ 2.722

A1‐Table 1 above indicates that there have been roughly four different WTI pricing strata in the
past 26 years. Now, some of the nominal dollar changes from one period to the next would
certainly be attributable to general inflation. However, most of the observed changes (both in
terms of the Avg. $/BBL and the Avg. week‐over‐week U and D change) is the result of a real change
in oil pricing. Note that, while overall WTI volatility did decline to 25% in the boom period of 2004
~ 2007, overall, WTI volatility has remained stable for the entire 26 year period.
The actual D/S/U State Space4 for the 1986 ~ 2013 period is as follows:

It is interesting to note that the average D State weekly change in price is consistently greater (in absolute
terms) than the U State change except for the boom years of 2004 through 2007.
4 D/S/U State Space is effectively just the historic sequence of D, S & U state shifts devoid of pricing data. Or,
it can be assumed that all the price changes through time are all the same and equal to a generic ‘unit one’.
3
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A1‐ GRAPH 2

1986 ‐ 2013 Weekly Change of States ‐ Actual Data

Weekly Change of States

Contrasting the above A1‐Graph 2 to the previous A1‐Graph 1 we are struck by the difference in
shapes. In Graph 2, the relative upward slope remains constant even in those 1986 ~ 1998 years
when we know that average WTI price was, at that time, relatively constant. This is yet another
indicator that the absolute dollar value of the state shifts has increased over the years.
We could attempt to find one overall representative ‘U’ dollar amount and one ‘D’ dollar amount
that was representative of all four different strata within the past 26 years of WTI price history.
However, in applying these two amounts to the actual D/U/S State Space, what we would probably
find is that simulated prices for the early years would rise higher and faster than the relatively
stagnant WTI price of the 1986 ~ 1998 period. Conversely, the actual WTI price would probably
out‐pace the simulated price path for the years 2008 ~ 2013 when actual D and U shifts were at
their highest unit amounts. The better, and perhaps easiest overall solution, would be to use the
actual four D and U average amounts observed throughout time (as set out in A1‐Table 1 above) for
each of the four respective periods. Having done that and juxtaposing the Actual WTI Price Path
(blue line) against the simulated one (burgundy line), we get:
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A1‐ GRAPH 3

1986 ‐ 2013 Actual WTI Prices vs. Simulated Path
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Visually, it appears that the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulated price path is sufficiently
close enough to the actual historical WTI price path that we would assume the modeling
experiment to be a success. A more analytical approach would be to examine the differentials of the
monthly averages:
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A1‐ GRAPH 4

Simulated WTI Prices vs. Actual WTI Prices
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The large differentials of 2008 and 2009 are, of course, the result of the global financial crisis. It
was not expected that this Markov model would have the capacity to anticipate these types of
economic anomalies, so no importance is attached to seeing such large variances. The 95%
confidence interval for the 1986 through 2007 differentials period runs between negative $12.87 to
positive $16.81 and only 22 of the 264 monthly observations exceed these limits.
CONCLUSIONS: The simulated price path is sufficiently representative of the actual WTI price
history. In order to achieve these results, a four‐tier price stratum was adopted specifically to
accommodate the unique changes that the WTI price levels have undergone in the past 26 years.
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APPENDIX 2 – BOUNDARY LIMITS
As discussed in the body of the paper, random chance will occasionally drive the MCMC price paths
to unreasonable outcomes. When this happens in real life, the laws of supply and demand engage
to mitigate the runaway price. That is, when WTI prices begin to ascend beyond what the marginal
buyer is willing to pay, he reduces his quantity consumption until such time as prices descend back
to acceptable levels. Conversely, when WTI prices fall the energy consumer increases their quantity
purchased which ultimately has the impact of driving prices back upwards.
While our simple MCMC model does not incorporate econometric variables (e.g. there are no inputs
for quantities demanded or supplied), we can approximate the price mitigating effects of demand
and supply boundaries via the use of simple formulas. The EIA Low Oil Price will be used as a price
floor and High Oil Price for a price ceiling. As previously explained, however, these will only serve
as “soft” limits – the simulated price paths will be allowed to descend below or climb above the EIA
limits. But the nature of the formulas will serve as a progressively greater deterrent the farther
away from the boundary the simulated price path becomes.
VARIABLES USED:
Cy= EIA High Oil Price in year “y”; serves as soft price ceiling
Fy= EIA Low Oil Price in year “y”; serves as soft price floor
P = Unlimited Price
Ln = Limited Price for the period

D ≡ “Down State” has been randomly indicated by Markov Probabilities
U ≡ “Up State” has been randomly indicated by Markov Probabilities
d = down dollar amount randomly selected based upon historic WTI frequencies
dL = d scaled to a lesser amount via the limiting formula
u = up dollar amount randomly selected based upon historic WTI frequencies
uL = u scaled to a lesser amount via the limiting formula

PRICE CEILING FORMULA:
Given: L(n – 1) > Cy and U, uL = [1 + ln(Cy / L(n – 1))] u
In words: Given that the previous day’s limited price path, L(n – 1), has exceeded the reference ceiling
(i.e. Cy) and that a U state shift has been randomly selected for the current day’s price movement,
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the otherwise randomly selected u price delta will be reduced by one plus the natural logarithm of
the ratio of the current price ceiling divided by yesterdays limited price.
An example will best serve to show how the ceiling boundary works:
Cy = $100, the effective EIA High Oil Price for this day is $100/BBL
L(n – 1) = $120, yesterday’s limited price path was $120/BBL which exceeds the price ceiling
u = $1.00 the randomly selected U delta for today, before application of the limit would have
been to move today’s ending WTI price $1.00 higher than yesterday’s ending price.
Therefore:
uL = [1 + ln(100/120)] x $1.00 = $0.82
Now, as a result of the limiting formula, today’s ending WTI will only increase $0.82 over
yesterday’s price instead of the randomly planned $1.00. Note that the limiting formula is
progressive: the higher that L(n – 1) is above Cy, the greater the reduction to u. For example, if all the
same variables applied except that yesterday’s limited price was $160, the resultant uL would only
be $0.53. Had yesterday’s limited price been $200, then today’s uL would only be $0.31

PRICE FLOOR FORMULA:
The price floor formula is really just the reciprocal of the ceiling formula:

Given: L(n – 1) < Fy and D, dL = [1 + ln(L(n – 1) /Fy)] d
In words: Given that yesterday’s price limited WTI price is less than the current floor (i.e. Fy) and
that a D state shift has been randomly planned for today’s price movement, the otherwise randomly
selected d price delta will be reduced by one plus the natural logarithm of the ratio of yesterday’s
limited price divided by the current floor price.
For example:
Fy = $80, the effective EIA Low Oil Price for this day is $80/BBL
L(n – 1) = $60, yesterday’s limited price path was $60/BBL which is below the price floor
d = ‐$1.00, the randomly selected D delta for today, before application of the limit would
have been to move today’s ending WTI price $1.00 lower than yesterday’s ending price.
Therefore:
dL = [1 + ln(60 / 80)](‐1.00) = ‐$0.71
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Rather than the randomly selected $1.00 drop in WTI price, the limited price will only descend
$0.71/BBL. Note that, had all the same factors been in play, except that yesterday’s limiting price
was only $40, then the current day dL would have only been ‐$0.31
The effectiveness of the limiting formulas can visually be quickly appreciated if the limited price
path is shown contemporaneously with the unlimited price path (i.e. P). In the graphs below, the
Blue Line represented the limited price path and the Gray Line shows what the MCMC would have
predicted in the absence of any boundary limits. The EIA boundaries (Green Line = High Oil Price,
Red Line = Low Oil Price) have been included to show at which point the limiting formulas begin
acting upon the Blue Limited Price Path.

GRAPH A2‐1
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GRAPH A2‐2
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GRAPH A2‐3

MCMC Siumulated WTI Daily Price Path
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FREQUENCY OF EXACT NOMINAL DOLLAR DELTAS
Contrary to the simplified explanation offered in the body of the paper, the selection of the nominal
dollar delta is not based upon categories. For greater precision, the model references the entire
population of dollar changes that have occurred over the past 26 years and uses that frequency to
determine what probability that the same nominal change could occur in the MCMC model. For
example, in the daily D transaction history, a move of ‐$0.01 occurred 63 times in a sample of 3363
D shifts, therefore, the ‐$0.01 has a 63/3363 chance of occurring in the MCMC given that a D
transaction has been selected (i.e. the delta probabilities are conditional).
The data is too voluminous to present here, but an excerpt of the occurrences of daily price deltas
occurring with the range of ‐$0.10 to +$0.10 is:

Daily
Price
Delta

# of
Occurrences

‐$

0.10

75

‐$

0.09

55

‐$

0.08

51

‐$

0.07

51

‐$

0.06

52

‐$

0.05

72

‐$

0.04

54

‐$

0.03

47

‐$

0.02

54

‐$

0.01

63

$

‐

124

$

0.01

36

$

0.02

51

$

0.03

58

$

0.04

64

$

0.05

73

$

0.06

58

$

0.07

51

$

0.08

51

$

0.09

53

$

0.10

83
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APPENDIX 3 – SIMPLIFIED EXCEL® MODEL
The purpose of this appendix will be to provide a simplified example of how such a discreet time
MCMC model could be constructed using Microsoft’s Excel®. The example that follows will refrain
from using any VBA coding and should be easily mastered by those users having only an elementary
understanding of the most commonly used Excel® formulas. In all instances the goal will be to
maintain simplicity and efficiency in how the model works.
For ease of exposition, all references will be to the Weekly WTI data movements.
RANDBETWEEN: The heart of the WTI MCMC model as described in the body of the paper relates
to two inter‐related stochastic functions. The first is the random selection of the direction of the
price movement; either D, S or U. The second is related to the randomly selected dollar amount of
the movement or price delta. Both these stochastic outcomes will be simulated via the
RANDBETWEEN function. In cases where the frequency distribution of the random process we are
attempting to simulate is neither normal nor uniform, it is convenient to use RANDBETWEEN
because virtually any distribution can be represented.
D / S / U State Shifts: For example, for simplicity assume that the historic weekly state shifts were
represented by a frequency distribution of 4/12th , 1/12th and 7/12th respectively. This would allow
us to set a column where RANDBETWEEN(1,12) represented the uniform random occurrence of
numbers between 1 and 12 inclusive. Column B in Worksheet 1 below represents this output. The
rows represent discreet week‐ending WTI periods (over 10 price movements, therefore, actually
representing 11 weeks of time).
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A3 WORKSHEET 1
A

B

C

D

E

1

F

G

H

Starting WTI Spot Price $
Randbetween
1~7

I

J

EIA Price
Floor for
Period

EIA Price
Ceiling for
Period

K

L

M

100.00

Unlimited
MCMC
Price Path

Limited
MCMC
Price Path

2

Week
Ending #

Randbetween
1 ~ 12

D/S/U:
-1 / 0 / 1

Randbetween
1~4

3

1

9

1

3

-0.750

3

1.000 $

101.000 $

99.90 $

100.250

-0.750

1.000 0 $

101.00

4

2

10

1

4

-0.750

7

1.250 $

102.250 $

99.90 $

100.250

-0.750

1.2410 $

102.24

5

3

9

1

1

-0.500

4

1.000 $

103.250 $

99.90 $

100.250

-0.500

0.9800 $

103.22

6

4

11

1

3

-0.750

5

1.000 $

104.250 $

100.00 $

100.150

-0.750

0.9700 $

104.19

7

5

10

1

4

-0.750

1

0.500 $

104.750 $

100.00 $

100.150

-0.750

0.4800 $

104.67

8

6

7

1

2

-0.750

3

1.000 $

105.750 $

100.00 $

100.150

-0.750

0.9560 $

105.63

9

7

1

-1

1

-0.500

7

1.250 $

105.250 $

100.00 $

100.150

-0.500

1.1830 $

105.13

10

8

5

0

3

-0.750

4

1.000 $

105.250 $

100.05 $

100.250

-0.750

0.9520 $

105.13

11

9

3

-1

4

-0.750

6

1.250 $

104.500 $

100.05 $

100.250

-0.750

1.1910 $

104.38

12

10

12

1

3

-0.750

4

1.000 $

105.500 $

100.05 $

100.250

-0.750

0.9600 $

105.34

Unlimited
"D" Delta

Unlimited
"U" Delta

Limited "D" Limited "U"
Delta
Delta

Column C functions in a manner to assign either a D, S or U event to the Column B results. Rather than using the Text descriptors of D, S
and U, it is more convenient to represent these events with the numbers ‐1, 0 and 1 respectively. Therefore, the State Space over this 10
week observation is {UUUUUUDSDU}. The formula in cell C4, for example, is =if(B4<5,‐1,if(B4=5,0,1)) Note that this accomplishes the
desired probability frequency that we had desired: a “D” state (numbers 1 to 4 inclusive) will randomly occur 4/12th’s of the time in
Column B; a “S” is triggered by the occurrence of a 5, which statistically RANDBETWEEN will select 1/12th of the time for every iteration of
the model, and, finally, any number occurring greater than 5 (namely, 6 to 12 inclusive), induces a “U” state to occur at the desired 7/12th
probability.
Further, for simplicity, let us assume that there are only two possible “D” deltas: ‐$0.50 and ‐$0.75. Further, we will presume from the
inspection of previous actual post hoc data, that there is a 1/4th probability that the ‐$0.50 price decline happening, a 3/4th probability
that the ‐$0.75 weekly decline occurs. Therefore, Column D is yet another independent RANDBETWEEN function of
=RANDBETWEEN(1,4). Based upon the random number selected in Column D, Column E uses VLOOKUP to reference the separate
D_Delta Table (see A3‐Table 1 below) in order to find the appropriate price decline amount.
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A3 TABLE 1

D_Delta Table
Frequency
1

D Delta $
‐0.50

2

‐0.75

3

‐0.75

4

‐0.75

The desired D Delta probabilities are achieved by the fact that in Column D, each of the numbers 1,
2, 3, 4 has an equal 1/4th chance of being selected on RECALC (F9). There is one occurrence of ‐
$0.50 in Table D_Delta and 3 occurrences of ‐$0.75. Therefore, the probabilities of selection are
1/4th and 3/4th respectively. The formula in cell E4, for example, is
=VLOOKUP(D4,D_Delta,2,False) where “D_Delta” is the named range for the two data columns in
the D_Delta Table. The VLOOKUP function here notes the existence of a 4 in cell D4, then equates
the E4 value to the corresponding ‐$.075 from the D_Delta Table (which it also would have done, of
course, if the cell D4 value was a 2 or 3).
Similarly, with respect to the “U” delta values, we are assuming there are only three of those in the
post hoc actual data: +$0.50, +$1.00 and +$1.25 These have been observed in the frequency of
2/7th of the time for +$0.50; 3/7th of the time for $1.00 and 2/7th of the time for $1.25.1
A3 TABLE 2

U_Delta Table
Frequency

U Delta $

1

0.50

2

0.50

3

1.00

4

1.00

5

1.00

6

1.25

7

1.25

The U_Delta Table shows that $0.50 has the probability of being selected 2/7th of the time; $1.00
3/7th of the time and; $1.25 has the probability of being selected 2/7th of the time. Accordingly, the
RANDBETWEEN formula in Column F of Worksheet 1 is: =RANDBETWEEN(1,7). This drives the
VLOOKUP formula in Column G which, for cell G4, is: =VLOOKUP(F4,U_Delta,2,False) where
“U_Delta” is named range for the two columns of data in the U_Delta Table.

The statistically astute will now recognize that, in order to have this specific frequency distribution, a
historical post hoc observation of 12 weekly price changes must have occurred and that the subset of these
price changes, re‐arranged to be in ascending order, is: {‐$0.50, ‐0$.75, ‐0$.75, ‐0$.75, $0.00, $0.50, $0.50,
$1.00, $1.00, $1.00, $1.25, $1.25}

1
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Column H in Worksheet 1 is the presentation of the Unlimited (i.e. the soft price floor and price
ceiling have yet to be applied) Markov Chain Monte Carlo WTI Price Path. The logic of these cells is
simple: if a “D” transaction (i.e. is a ‐1) has been indicated in Column C, then take the current value
from Column E and add that to the prior week’s WTI price. Conversely, an “S” state is indicated (i.e.
is a 0); just bring forward last week’s WTI price. Finally, if Column C indicates a “U” change of state
(i.e. is a +1); then take the current value in Column G and add that to the prior week’s WTI price.
The formula for cell H4 is: =if(C4=‐1,H3+E4,if(C4=0,H3,H3+G4))
Just with these few simple formulas we have been able to construct an efficient working MCMC
model that projects 10 weeks of WTI spot prices (subject, of course, to the simplified Markov
probabilities and very narrow range of deltas we have employed for demonstration purposes only).
Expansion of this model to cover a virtually infinite term into the future would merely require
copying‐and‐pasting the last row as many times as desired.
Only the price floor and ceiling limits still need to be created. Again, for simplicity, we have
assumed an unrealistically narrow EIA floor‐to‐ceiling range in columns I and J respectively. This
range is a small as $0.15/BBL in some weeks – but this has been specifically selected in order to
demonstrate how the price floors/ceilings impact the calculation of the Limited MCMC Price Path
(in Column M).
Column K calculates the value of the ‘limited’ or ‘scaled’ D delta in the event that the simulated WTI
price path descends below the floor price indicated in Column I. The formula for cell K4, for
example, is: =if(M3<I4,1+ln(M3/I4),1)*E4 This has the effect that, in the event that the previous
week’s limited WTI spot price is below the recommended floor, the randomly selected D delta
amount in E4 will be reduced by a factor of [1 + ln(M3/I4)]. However, if the price path is still above
the floor, the D delta amount in E4 remains unaltered.
Column L calculates the limited U delta and functions in a similar manner as Column K. The
formula for cell L4 is: = if(M3>J4,1+ln(J4/M3),1)*G4 Random chance has provided an example at
Week‐ending #2 where the previous WTI limited price of $101.00 is indeed above the current
ceiling of $100.25. Therefore, the otherwise expected U delta of $1.25 (in cell G4) has been scaled
down by the amount of [1 + ln(100.25/101.00)] x $1.25 = .992546 x $1.25 = $1.241. At the end of
week #2, the unlimited price path settles on a value of $102.25 whereas the limited path is reduced
to $102.24 (the parameter variables are not very realistic, and only serve to demonstrate how the
price floor/ceiling limits work).
Finally, Column M is the summation of the entire model. It functions in a similar fashion as Column
H does. Specifically, if the state shift indicated in Column C is a D (i.e. ‐1), then the prior weeks
limited price is added to the current value in Column K. Conversely, if Column C indicates an S shift
(i.e. is 0), then the prior week’s limited WTI price is simply brought forward. Finally, if Column C
indicates a U transaction (i.e. is +1), then the prior week’s limited WTI price is added to the current
column L. The formula for cell M4 is: =if(C4=‐1,M3+K4,if(C4=0,M3,M3+L4))
The graph of the above columns H and M is:
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A3 GRAPH 1

Simplified Demonstration MCMC WTI Price Path
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Even with such a restricted model, using very narrow range of Markov Probabilities and Price
Deltas, a variety of outcomes can be observed:
A3 GRAPH 2
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A3 GRAPH 3
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